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J Symmet!"y
U

Understanding the l,esson
. Symmetrical fuures.
. Axis of symmetry.
. Figures with two lines of symmet4r.

Conceptual Facts
o lte objects or shapes with evenly [alqnc€d pleportions are called sSrmmetrical objects or shapes.
o When a fgure can be folded into two halves and both the halves overlap each other, the figure is said to

be symmetrical.

" The line along which the figure is folded is called lines of symmetry.
o line ofsJrmmetry c"n be horizontal, vertical or slant.

Tnv Trese (Paae 262)

Ql. You have two Bet-squares in your lnathematical
inshtments bot'. Are they symmetric?

SoI.

30', 60', 90' angles

46., 45., 90.

The set-square with angles 30', 60" a-nd 90' is
not sJrmmetrical.
The set-square with angles 45o, 45' and 90" is
symnetrical.

. Figures with multiple lines of symnetry.
n Reflection and symmetry.
. Application of reflectional symmetry.

Sol. In the following figure, /, is the mirror line.Q1. List any four symmetrical objects from your
home or school.

Sol. The following objects can be symmetrical:
(a) Notebook (b) Diming table
(c) A blackboard (d) WaIl cloc.k
(e) A pair of sciseors

Q2, For the given figure, which one is the mirror
Iine, l, or lr?

I
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Q3. Identify the shapes given below. Chek whether
they are symmetrical or not. Draw the line of
symmetry as well.

(a) (b)

(c) @)

(e)

Sol. (o) The given symmetric
figure is a lock in which
vertical line f is the line
of symnetry.

(n

(b) The given figure is a
symmetrical bucket in
which vertical line 7' is
tJre line of symmetry.

A

lt
(c) The given figure is not

symmetrical.

(d) The given figure is a
symmetric telephone in
which vertical line I is
called the line of symmetry.

<- Lins of

Line of
syru!etry

SYIUMETRY

ByElretry

Sol. (o) (b)
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(e) the given figure is symmetrical. Horizontal
Iine I is caled the line of symmetry.

y> Liae of
" symmetry

(fl The given figure is
symmetrical. Vertical
Iine, is called its line
of symmetry.

Q4. Copy the following on a
squared paper. A square

 

paper is what you would have used in your
aritbmetic notebook is earlier classes. Then
complete them such that the dotted line is the
Iine of symmetry.

(a)

(c)

@\

(b)

(e)

a

I
/

L

I

\
I
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G) (a-.,1

v

(e) q) t

Q5. In the figure, I is the liue of symmetry. Complete
the diagram to male it symmetric.

-->t
Sol. T'he completed ffgure is as follows:

Q6. I:r the figure,l is the line ofsymmetry. Draw the
imege of the trialgle and complete the diagram
so that it becomes s5mmetric.

+

Y

Sol. the symmetric figure is given as follows.
A

Tnv TrEse (Paez 2641

QI. For:n as many shapes as you can by combining
two or moro get squares. Draw them on squared
paper and note their lines of s;rmmetry.

/

212

n is the line of s;rm-metry.
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90'

Sol. We have two types ofset squares 30", 60", 90'
and 45', rt5", 90'.
(o) Combination oftwo set squares 30', 60', and

90o each.

+

/, and l, are two symmetric lines.
(b) Combination oftwo set squares 30", 60'and

90' each.
+

Y
It has only one symmetric line 'z'

(c) Combining two set squares 30o, 60', 90' each.

i
& is the only line of symmetry.

141 g6p[ining two set squares 30', 60' a-nd 90"
each.

*
s is the line of s5rmmetr5r.

1r; gsm[ining two set squares 45o, 45" and 90'
each.

,}.l

V

n
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f) Combiningtwo set squares t[5o,45'and 90'.
Ad

c

b

IIerc, a,b, c al.d d are four lines of symmetry.

Q1. Find the number of lines of sym.metry for each
of the following shapes.

(a) (b)

rm
(c) @)

@(e)

(c) (h\

o)

Sol. (o) Hsre, there are four
symmetric limee l, m, n
aud o.

(b) In tl'ia figure, there are
four symmetric lines p,
q, r and s.

Ae

a

a

a

a

o

.>

A

v

V

,,,1\.
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(g) Combining the three set squares of 45", 46"
and 90' each.

Y

/ is the line of symmetry.

(c) In this ahape, u, v, w
and r are four lines of
symmetry.

Yu

(d) In this shape only rz is the line
of symmetry.

t
u

:>w

A

(e) Here, a, b, c, d, e and / are six
Iines of symmetry-

 1l

->d

vn7

t
a

(fl In this figure I , rn, n, o, p al'd q are six lines
of symmetry.

A q

p

n
B

It tn

(g) This figure heo no lines of symmotry.

(lz) This fgure has no lines of
symmstry. a a

a
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(r) Ihis figure has five lines of s5rmmetry.
A

V

Q2. Copy the triaagle il each of the figr.ues on
squared paper. In each case, draw the line(s)
of symmetry, if a.ny and identify the type of
triangle. (Some of you may like to trace the
figures antl try paper-folding firstl)
(a) (b)

(c)

Sol. (o) It is an isosceles triangle having one
symrnetric line.

(b) This figure is an isoscelea triangle having
only one s5mmetric line.

(c) It is an isosceles right angled triangle which
hqs only oae sJlmmetric line.

(a

(d) It is a scalene f ienglg. It has no sJmmetric
line.

X

v

\

\

\ I

/
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Q3. Complete the following table.

Sol. Completeil table:

Shape nough
figure

Number of lines
of s5rmmetry

Equilateral
triargle

Square
Rectangle
Isosceles
triangle
Rhombus
Circle

Shape Rough fgure Number
qf linea sf
s5rmmetr5r

(o) Equi-
lateral
f ionglg

3

(b) Square

 

V

4

(c) Rectangle

V

.)

(d) Isosceles
trisngle

 

i

1

(e) Rhombus

V

-----1----- 2

f) Circle

t

lf

I

Tnffnite
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Q4. Can you draw a triangle which hec
(o) exactly one line of Bymmetry?
(6) exactly two lines of symmetry?
(c) exactly three lines of symmetry?
(d) no lines of eymmetry?
Sketch a rough figure in each case.

Sol. (o) Yes, Isosceles right Fngled
triangle has exactly one
line of symmetry.

(b) No, we ca.nnot draw any
triangle with two symmetric lines.

(c) Yes, equilateral biaqle , n
has three Iines of v'
symmetry.

,t

 
.Arn

(d) Yes, scalene triangle
has no lines of symmetry.

ti

Q5, On a squared paper, sketch the following:
(a) A triqngle with a horizontal line ofsymmeky

but no vertical line of Bymmetry.
(b) A quailrilateral with both horizontal and

vertical lines of symmetry.
(c) A quadrilateral with a horizontal li.ne of

symmetry but no verbical Iine of symmetry.
(d)A hexagon with exactly two linee of

symmetry.
(e) A hexagon with six lines of s5rmmetry.

(Eint: It will be helpfrrl if you first draw the
lines of symnetry and then complete the
figures)

Sol. (a) The figure shows an isosceles triangle with
horizontal line of sym-Eetry.

(b) Rectangle (quadrilateral) shows both the
horizontal and vertical lines of symmetry.

/

m

/l

SYMMETRY
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(c) Trapezium (quadrilateral) shows the
horizontal but no vertical line of symmetry.

(d) The hexagon drawn below shows only two
Iines of symmetr;r.

/

1!

(e) the regular hexagon shows the six lines of
syEmetry.

Q6. Trace each figure and draw the lines of
symmetry, if ary.

(b)(a)

(c)

(a

I

I

(e\

7'/

i

.)
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SoI. (o) The given figure hqs no line of s5rmmetr5r as
it is not symmetrical.

(b) The given flgure has two lines of qrmmetry.

V

(c) The given figure hac four lines of sJmm.etrJr.
A

i
(d) The gfven figure has two lines of symmetrf,.

A

.>

i
(e) This figure has only one horizontal line of

sYmmetry.

(fl lhe given figure hes two lines of symmetry.

V

Ql. Find the nunber of lines of s;rmnetry in each of
the following shapes. How will you check your
answer?

 

216

(a) (b)

MATHEMATIG$M

Q7. Consider the letters of English alphabets A to
Z. List among them the letters which have
(o) vertical lines of symmetry. 0ike A)
(b) horizontal Iines of sym-metry (like B)
(c) no lines of syDmetry. (Uke Q)

Sol. (c) The following letters have vertical lines of
sj/mmetEr:

A H, r, M, O, T, U, V, W, & andY
(b) lhe following letters have horizontal Iines

of symmetry:
B, C, D, E, H, I,KOandK

(c) The following letters have no lines of
symmetry:
F, G, J, L, N, P, Q, R, S and z.

Q8. Given here are figures of a few folded sheets
and desims drawr about the fold. In each case,
drss 6 rorrgh diagram of the complete figure
that would be seen when the design is cut off.

Sol. The given figures will be seen as follows when
tJrey are completed.

 

Y
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Ql. Ifyou are 100 cm in front ofa mirror, where does
your image appear to be? If you move towarda
the mirror, how does your image move?

Sol. Your image will be seen 100 cm behind the
mirror when the object is in front of it.
It you move towards the mirror, your image will
also move closer to you.

I
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(d) The given figure has two lines of symmetry.(c) (a

(,

Sol. (o) The given figure has 4
Iines of symmetry.

(b) The given frgure has only
one line of symmetry.

(e) -:::,- i,er'..,-,:j.,,,::z .' ,.

-$-- A
(e) This figure has only one line of symmetry.

(fl The given figure has two lines of symmetry.

i. I

{

-- I l$ir.l- -:- fff__
u

A

V

(c) lte given figure has two lines of symmetry.

\

LearnMoreQ&A
L Venv Suonr Aruswrn (VSA) Quesrtorus

Ql. Write four such English letters which have no
Iine of symnetry.

Sol, lbe 4 English letters having no line of symmetry
are:P,F,GandZ

Q2. Write 6 such English letters which have
horizontal line of symmetrY.

SoX. The required letters are:
E,B,C,D,K

Q3. Write 4 English letters which have vertical lines
of symmetry.

Sol. The required English letters are

AH, I,M
Q4. How many symmetrical lines do tJrey have?

(a) (b)

(c)

Sol" (o) The figure is a square. It has 4 lines of
symmetry.  

{
Y

(6) It is an isosceles triangle. It has one vertical
Iine of sym.metry. 

t
(c) the given figure is a rectangle which has two

lines of symmetry.
+

i>

v
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Q5. Find in which of the following, the dotted line
is a line of symnetry.
(a) A (b)

(c) @)

t
(e)

v
1

v)A

v
Sotr. (o) the dotted line is a line of symmetry.

(b) The dotted line is a line of symmetry.
(c) The dotted line is not a Iine of symmetry.
(d) The dotted line is not a line of symnetry.
(e) the dotted line is a line of s;rmmetry.
(fl The dotted line is a line of symmetry.

X[. Srlonr Aruswrn (SA) Quesrrorus

tl6. How many Iines of symmetry does (u ) a rectangle
(b) a square (c) a parallelogrem have? What
about right angled hiangle?

Sol. (a) Rectangle hac two lines +
of symmetry
(i) Horizontal
(jj) Vertical

(b) Square has four lines of
symmetry.
(j) t horizontal
(ii) 1 vertical
(iii) 2 diagonally

L Venv Snonr Aruswrn (VSA) Qursnorus

1, List any three symmetric objects around
yourself.

2" Draw the lines of Symmetry in the following
figures:

218

>

V
A

V

(c) Parallelogl" '" lss as
lines of s5rmmetry.

Right angled triangle has no line of symmetry.

Q7. Fill in the blqntc:
(o) An angle is symmetrical about its _ .
(b) A circle has 

- 

lines of symmetry.
(c) A rectaagle hqs _ lines of sJrmmetry.
(d) A square has 

- 

Iines of symmetry.
(e) A letter D has _ Iines of symmetry.
(f) A letter N has _ lines of sJrmmetry.
G) A kite is symmetrical about its longor _.
(lz) A scalene tiangls hoc _Iines ofsymmehy.
(i) A line of symmetry of an object is also caled

iLs of symmetrv.
f) An equilateral triangle has _ lines of

symmetry.
(&) A regular pentagon has _ lines of

sJrmmetry.
(l) A line of _ divides a figure into two

similar parts.
Sol. (o) bisector (b) infnit€ (c) two

(d) four (e) one (D no
Gl) fiagonal (ft) no (D axis
(,r) ttree (&) five (l) symmetry

Q8. Show byfigure the English alphab€ts which look
the same in their reflected image.

Sol. The following English alpbabets look same after
reflections:
io)tr itr (b)T iT/\r/\ lrl
",H iH ,r)MiM
(e) (fl

(h)

U) X
(k

T

X

itljU
N

Y

o
\,,

N
Yi

T

Test Yourself
G) (ii)

MATHEMANCS-VI
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Gii)

3. How many lines of symmeEy are in the following
English alphabets?

(o)H (6)T (c)O (d)F (e)E

4. Write the English alphabeLs whidr have no lines
of symmetry.

6. Which letter ofEnglish alphabet has more tJran
two lines of symmetry?

6. Draw the following figures with their lines of
symmetry:
(a) Equilateral triangle
(b) Isosceles right angled triangle
(c) Rectangle

7. Find the number of lines of symmetry in the
following figures.

(a) (6)

(c) (d)

8. Write the English alphabets whose reflected
image look like them.

9. Are the following items synmetrical about their
axis?
(o) Scissors
(b) Rectangular photo frame
(c) Hamner

1o. Draw the lines of s5rmmetry in the following
figures:

(a) (b)

l, (o) Ssissor

2. (i) a

(6) Blackboard

Y

SYMMETRY

(ii)

I a
(iii) A

219

(c)

Suonr Auswen (SA) Tvee Quesrtorus

Itl. Match the following columns.

Column I Column II
(o) Scalene triangle (i) Two lines of

symmetry

(b) Equilateral triangle (ii) Four lines of
symmetry

(c) Circle (iii) One line of
symmetry

(d) Rectangle (iu) No line of
slmmetry

(e) Isosceles triangle (u) One line of
symmetry

(fl Square (ui) Six lines of
symmetry

G) Regular hexagpn (uii) Three lines of
symmetry

(1,) Kite (uiii) Tnffnifs 1t'm[s1
of lines of
symmetry

12, List four names of the figure which have two
Iines of symmetrSr. Show the figures also'

13. List ofall English alphabets which have no lines
of symmetry.

14. List of all English alphabets which have only
vertical lines of symmetry.

15. FiIl in the blanls.
(i) A rectangle has 

- 

Iines of slmmetry.
(ii) A square h"s 

- 

Iines of symmetry.
(iii) A circle has 

- 

Iines of symmetry.
(iu) Scalane triangls hqs 

- 

lines of symmetry.

(u) An algle is symmetric about its 

-'
(ui) The letter D has 

- 

line of symmetry.

ANSWERS
(c) Study table
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.1

6

@\2 (b) 1

J,N,P,S,L
(e) aany

5.0
(D)

(d) ao (@) 1

il

@)7

(a)

I ,

(c)

(a)2 @) 4 (c) 1

AII,M,V,O,T,W
(a) yes (6) yee (c) no
(a) (b) , (c)

\

11. (a) er (iu), (6) <+ (uld), (c) <+ (uIlJ),

(d)er (d), (a)<+(u), 1fl r+ 0d),
(8) <+ (ul), (b <+ (tid)

e2. (l) Rectaagle <

il

(di) Rhombus <- .>

Qi H]

A

t

I
il

(iv) I
13. J, L, P, g, Q
15. (d) two (id) four

(iu) uo (u) bisestor

14. AV,M,U,Y
(iid)idnito
(uri) oue

lnternal Assessment
1" How mauy llnes of symmetry doee the 0gure

have?

@)L
(b)2
(c) 3
(d) no liae of syametry

z . How aany liaes of symmetry does lettsr A have?
(d2 (b) 0 (c) 1 @) I

-q. Yr/hich of the followiag letters hee vertical line
of symaetry?
(o)S (b)Y (c)D (AE

r. Which of the followiag lett€r8 haa horizontal
Iine of symmetry?
(o) N (b)K (c)M (d)W

:. Which of the following letters has no line of
symmetry?
(a)J (b) X (c)V (dA

;. How many liaes of s5mmetry
does the figure have?
(o) Countleee (b) 0
(c) 1 (il8

... How many lines of syometry does a regular
hexagon have?

(a)L (b)6 (c)4 @)g

8" Complete the following crossword puazle.

Dir'eatio,ns:
1. An triaugle is 

- 

about its bisector.
2. Ihe object and ik iaage are symmetricsl

about a _.
8. The symmetry about a mirror is called

4. the image in a plane oirror is _.
6. In 

- 

usually two mirrors to form a
V-shape aro used.

6. Isosceles triangle has only one _ of
symmeky.

ANISWERS
1" (o) z. (c) r. (6) 4" (b)

5" (d 6. (o) 7. (b)

1. SYMMETRICAL 2. MIRROR
3. REFI;ECTION 4. IMAGINARY
5. KALEIDOSCOPE 6.LINE

@t
EIIEIIIIIII

IMIIItsIT
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